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Date of audit: 05.11.2020

Audit:


No audit



Ownership of Token Smart contract:


Token and staking contracts owner is ARAGON

The owner can call the following functions but only after appropriate governance voting:

setWallets - set up the specific wallets for receiving the team rewards

setShares - adjust the percentage of the team reward

withdrawAllRewardTokens - the owner can transfer all the reward tokens to any address

withdrawAllStakedTokens - the owner can transfer all the users’ staked tokens to any address

No timelock 

Governance is managed by ARAGON



Total supply:


Constant - 166,670 DEA

166,670 DEA tokens were pre-mined



Minting function:


DEA (reward token):

No one is allowed to mint new tokens

No way to add new minters

Infinity minting is impossible

The Hard Cap is 166,670 DEA


DEUS (main project token):

minting and burning may be conducted over Automatic Market Maker driven by the voting system 

new minters and burners can be added only through the voting process

Infinity minting is possible 

The Hard Cap doesn’t exist
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Migration function:

No migration functionality is provided in the smart contract


KPI:

Rebase No


Team reward %:

Reward distribution logic is as follows:

4%/14% of the amount of users’ withdrawals are minted and go to team/ARAGON

respectively

There is no risk of token’s price dump initiated by the team


Funds lock period:

No


Possibility to pause the Smart Contract:

No such option


List of suspicious functions:

withdrawAllStakedTokens & withdrawAllStakedTokens (only via governance voting)




WebUI


No suspicious UI elements detected




Scam probability

Low
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Team

4/5

Creativity and

New Market Product

3/5

Smart Contract Safety

5/5

Product

4/5

Token Utility

3/5
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Conclusion - Let me bring more light on the Deus.finance project and reveal some interesting stuff
regarding its implementation.


In fact, the owner is authorized to transfer all the rewards and even staked tokens to any address. At first
glance, it looked alarming to me. However, I figured out that the ARAGON is the token and staking contracts
owner. And such kind of ownership looks quite trustable as far as the owner can implement the crucial
changes only through the voting process. So the community decides whether to fulfill the changes or not.


Scam Probability is rated as Low as the project is fully decentralized and community driven.

I do not claim my reviews to be fault-free; there is always a possibility of scam and back-doors
that I may have missed. All my project break-downs are of informational manner, and are not
investment advice in any instance. Always do your own research before investing.

